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Phase diagrams of the Ti-TiN phase system, published during the

past twenty years, have failed to provide explanations for some

practical experiences. In addition, there are a number of conflicts

and inconsistencies in results of research on certain aspects of the

phase system itself. Therefore, the system has been re-examined.

Many uncertainties are related to instability of the 5-phase

nitride or stability of the c-phase nitride, and the compositions

associated with each nitride. Clarification was sought by studying

the phases formed by diffusion reactions between titanium and tita-

nium nitride. The reaction couples were prepared by embedding pockets

of TiN powder in arc-melted buttons of Ti. Specimens were vacuum

annealed at nominal temperatures of 800°C, 950°C, 1200°C and 1500°C.

Metallographically mounted cross sections from reacted specimens



and from some that were not annealed were examined optically, with

an electron microprobe, with an electron microscope, and by x-ray

diffraction.

Each of the annealed specimens contained a segregated core pri-

marily of 6-phase material, a reaction zone, and host titanium metal.

Within the reaction zones were two single-phase diffusion bands and

appropriate two-phase discontinuities. It was decided that the dif-

fusion layer with the least nitrogen was a-phase metal and that the

diffusion layer with more nitrogen was e -phase nitride. On the basis

of these phase identifications and the corresponding microprobe an-

alyses, and considering results of certain other research, a new

phase diagram is proposed. The new diagram also includes features

that make nonequilibrium freezing effects easier to understand, and

help to explain some apparent decompositions. However, the new dia-

gram contains no qualititative innovations, only quantitative ad-

justments. The 5-phase region is drastically narrowed to " 42-50 a/o

N, the a + s and L + 8 regions are broadened accordingly, the e

peritectoid is associated with compositions ranging from about 24 a/o

N to 34 a/o N, and the peritectoid isotherm is estimated to be between

1600°C and 1700°C.

Despite limitations of the specimens and data, results were also

analyzed from the viewpoint of diffusion behavior. In connection with

the empirical equation D = Do exp (.41/RT) the following parameters



were obtained;

for N in a Ti, 800-1500°C -

Do = 4.5 x 10-4 cm2/sec, Q = 52.2 kcal/mol;

for N in e Ti2N, 950-1500°C -

Do = 2.1 x 10-3 cm2/sec, Q = 47.6 kcal/mol.

The diffusion coefficients calculated for the e phase were suffi-

ciently scattered that the parameters given above are very tentative.

Nevertheless, the diffusion behavior reported is in reasonable agree-

ment with one of two prior studies if it is assumed that the earlier

investigators were mistaken in their identification of the nitride

phase in which the diffusion occurred.
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A RE-EXAMINATION OF THE Ti-TiN PHASE SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

Purpose

This investigation was prompted by puzzlement about some as-

pects of the behavior of nitrided titanium, observed in attempting

to apply published phase diagrams to practical situations over a

period of several years. It was decided that the time had come for

a first-hand examination of the Ti -TiN system itself. Then, in

studying background literature, it became apparent that some of the

uncertainties were neither new nor original. This, of course, made

the matter more intriguing. Because most of the puzzling behavior

seemed to involve diffusion-dependent solid-solid or liquid-solid

interactions between titanium and titanium that was nitrided to

some degree, it was decided to proceed by trying to examine the

phase regions formed when Ti and TiN were diffused into each other

at various temperatures.

Before describing experiments, presenting results, and attempt-

ing to interpret them, some of the experiences that led to the in-

vestigation, and published information about the Ti-TiN system will

be reviewed with the intention of imparting some insight into the

nature of the system and its irregularities.



Practical Experiences

It is apparently not possible to prepare stoichiometric TiN

(50 a/o N) by arc melting. Essentially stoichiometric TiN contain-

ing > 45 a/o N can be prepared by reacting some form of Ti having

a high surface area with dry nitrogen or ammonia gas at a high

temperature (generally 800°C to 1,200°C) for an appropriate time

(usually several hours, depending on temperature). But attempts to

fuse such material by tungsten-electrode arc melting in inert gas

results in a rapid and dramatic decrease of nitrogen content. The

nitride does not form a coherent molten pool readily, and minimi-

zation of arc-melting time usually means accepting a poorly fused

mass. Even if this is done, the residual bulk nitrogen content is

typically in the range of 25 to 40 a/o. If melting is continued

until a button of good integrity is formed, the nitrogen content is

more likely to be 18 to 21 a /o. The use of titanium nitride as a

non-consumable electrode for inert-gas arc welding has been tried

also, but prolonged heating again causes a loss of nitrogen to about

18 to 21 a/o where the composition seems to become stabilized. Cor-

respondingly, efforts to prepare titanium nitride by prolonged arc

melting of Ti in a nitrogen atmosphere lead to a material of vir -

turally the same composition - 18 to 21 a/o N.

Powders approximating TiN in composition can be sintered fairly

easily, but specific results depend on the fineness of the starting



material and the ambient pressure during the sintering. For example,

results of some sintering trials are summarized in Table I:

TABTR I. SUMMARY OF SOME TiN SINTERING EXPERIENCES

Starting Powder

Temperature,
°C

Pressure, Densification,
Torr % of theoretical

Particle Size,

am
N Content,

a o

< 45 - 46 1300 - 10-7 65

1600 - 10-7 80
1700 - 10-6 68

2100 10-5 sample gone
without trace

< 1 43 1000 - 10-7 45

1300 - 10-7 85

1700 - 10-6 75

Note: Powders were prepelletized with about 35 kg/MM pressure at
room temperature, then sintered about an hour in W boats.

It appears that the nitride began to decompose or sublime at a

temperature below 1700°C. Indeed, the decomposition of TiN in the

temperature range 1715 1970°C has been reported (8), and over

this temperature range the partial pressures of the decomposition

products increased about 50fold from the order of 10-3 to the

order of 10-2 Torr. But it has been reported also (18) that only

0.9 % of the contained nitrogen was lost from TiN ( 49.5 a/o)

when it was sintered four hours at 2200°C in a vacuum hotpress.

Some pellets of TiN powder densified 80 85 % by sintering,

were buried in blocks of Ti metal and arc melted with a tungsten

electrode in inert gas. When the blocks were melted down, the



pellets tended to rise to the molten surface where the nitride de

composed rapidly and the pellets skittered about the surface rapidly

in the process. Most of the decomposition occurred in the first 20

seconds of exposure and after a minute of melting, there was seldom

any recognizable nitride left.

When a similar procedure was used, fragments of prefused nitride

buttons, buried as seeds, survived several minutes of melting quite

well. An example is shown in Figures 1 and 2. In this particular

case, the host metal is an alloy of Ti with 6 w/o Al and 4 wio V.

Sites indicated on the outline map included in Figure I were analyzed

with an electron microprobe, and the approximate nitrogen contents

are as follows: site A 39 a/o, B 33 a/o, C 30 ajb, D 32 a/o,

E 27 a/o, F 19 a/o, G 13 a/o, and H < 1 a/o. Only at sites

G and H was evidence of Al and V detected.

The survival of nitrided Ti in molten Ti was tested in a dif

ferent way when either sintered pellets or fragments of arcmelted

buttons of nitrided titanium were seeded into electrodes of Ti or

its alloys and consumed by arc melting into ingots, usually in

vacuum, but sometimes in inert gas. Cylindrical ingots, 10 to 25 cm

in diameter and 15 to 75 cm long, were produced. Many of the ingots

were remelted. That is, primary ingots or sections of them were

used as electrodes for a second application of consumableelectrode

arc melting. Nevertheless, many nitrogenrich inclusions survived

in the ingots. Typically, the molten pools formed in melting such
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Figure 1. Part of an inclusion of nitrided titanium in
Ti-6A1-4V alloy, magnified 50x. The outline map shows
sites analyzed by electron microprobe.
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Figure 2, Part of an inclusion of nitrided titanium in
Ti-6A1-4V alloy, magnified 200x, The same feature
appears at right in Figure 1, and contains analytical
sites E and F.
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ingots extend well into the lower halves of the ingots, and it was

in these lower regions that most of the residual inclusions were

found. However, the density of nitrided titanium is at most about

half again greater than that of Ti, and nitrogen gas liberated by

any decomposition of nitride should have some buoying effect, so a

nitrided titanium seed should not sink to the bottom of a molten

pool very rapidly. Thus, in this case, seeds of nitrided titanium

evidently persisted despite the probability of quite significant

exposure to molten titanium.

Overall, the foregoing experiences and others like them seem to

imply a considerable instability for compositions approaching stoi-

chiometric TiN, and an unexpected stability for compositions inter-

mediate between Ti and TiN.

Review of Literature

Palty, Margolin, and Nielsen (15) have published the only ex-

perimentally-determined phase diagram of the complete Ti -.TiN phase

system. Their diagram is the one given in Hansen's compilation (7),

and it is the one most commonly used. A redrawn version appears

here as Figure 3. Other contributions have been more specific or

restricted.

Palty and his coworkers had the benefit of several earlier

papers to guide their work and to be considered in formulating

their diagram:
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Friederich and Sittig ( 6) prepared TiN powder, reported to be

98% pure, in boats of Mo or W by carbon reduction of the oxide at

about 925°C in a stream of dry purified nitrogen. They reported a

melting temperature of 2930°C. They also reported specifically that

TiN did not sublime before melting.

Agte and Moers ( 1) reacted metallic Ti with N2 at 800 - 950°C

in a Mo boat. The resulting nitride was pulverized, compacted, and

sintered in a W crucible at 2130°C. The sintered material was heated

by electrical conduction and a melting temperature of 2950±50°C was

reported.

Ehrlich ( 4) prepared TiN powder by a Ti N2 reaction at 1200°C

for two to three hours. He crushed and blended the powder, then

mixed it with elemental Ti powder to synthesize nine different com-

positions spanning the range from Ti to TiN. Pellets of each com-

position were sintered at 1200°C in N2 for unspecified times. For

each of these, x-ray diffraction patterns were determined. The

specimens apparently were not quenched rapidly enough to retain any

of the $ phase, because only the a phase was identified at compo-

sitions up to 17 a/o. At the other end of the system, in the range

30 to 49 a/o, only the 6 phase was detected. Mixtures of the a and

6 phases were identified in specimens containing 18 to 25 a/o of N.

No specimens were available in the 25-30 a/o range. The ranges of

lattice parameters reported were: (a) for the hcp a phase - a .

2.949-2.964A, c = 4.727-4.769A, c/a = 1.603-1.608 (b) for the
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NaCl-type 6 phase - a . 4.213-4.235A.

Pollard and Woodward (16) grew crystals of TiN on tungsten

filaments from the vapor phases. Then, they tested the material for

thermal stability. They discovered significant amounts of hydride

in their samples, and hydrogen was given off during early stages of

heating. However, in the temperature range 1000 - 1200°C, they

observed second-order decomposition of both the hydride and the

nitride. That is, compound molecules apparently sublimed and formed

bi-molecular clusters (viz. pairs) before decomposing into titanium

vapor and bi-molecular gas. Mass spectrometry of the decomposition

products failed to reveal any ammonia - only nitrogen and hydrogn.

At temperatures above 1400°C, the character of TiN decomposition

was different, apparently becoming of first order.

Clark (3 ) was concerned with the N-lean end of the phase system,

and used x-ray diffraction to study effects of dissolved oxygen and

nitrogen on the lattice parameters of a-phase titanium, thereby

explaining some discrepancies in earlier parameter measurements for

Ti. His lattice constants for high purity Ti (hcp) were a = 2.954,

c = 4.6833A, c/a = 1.587.

Jaffee, Ogden, and Maykuth (10) used micro-metallography of Ti

specimens with various amounts of N up to about 2 a/o in solution

to propose some temperature-composition boundaries for the two-phase

region. Stone and Margolin (20) also relied mainly on micro-

metallography of samples containing up to about 18 a/o N in Ti,
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prepared by arc melting and heat treating at 900 1400°C, in a

study of the Tirich corner of the TiN-0 ternary system. They

proposed some isothermalsection diagrams of the region.

It was against the foregoing background that Patty et al re

ported their work. Besides implementing an investigation complete

enough to serve as a basis for a complete equilibrium phase diagram,

they recognized the existence of an intermediate e phase in the system.

A combination of chemical analyses, metallography, x ray diffraction,

and melting temperature determinations was employed in the investi

gation. Specimens were prepared by arc melting various Ti TiN

combinations. For the specimens containing more than 18 a/o N, pre

paration was difficult and only heterogeneous buttons were obtained,

from which regions that appeared homogeneous were selected for ex,

amination. The maximum amount of nitrogen retained in any of the

specimens was about 42 a/o. Specimens containing more than 30 a/o

N were examined only in ascast condition. At compositions richer

in Ti and except for meltingtemperature determinations, most spe

cimens were annealed at 700 1400°C for 0.5-168 hours in quartz

capsules under argon. The resulting insight into phase relationships

of the system is summarized in Figure 3. Beyond this, the matter of

nitride decomposition was considered. Significant nitrogen losses

were observed when highnitrogen samples were heated by exposure to

an electric arc. This was especially true when the sample was melted,

but it was also true when the sample remained solid. However, within
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the variability of analytical results, no loss of nitrogen was de-

tected when specimens were annealed in vartz capsules at 1000 _

1400°C. The last contribution by Palty's group that will be noted

here is the determination of an x-ray diffraction pattern for the

E phase. The pattern was recognized as corresponding to a tetragonal

crystal structure, but through a mistake in indexing the pattern,

the c lattice parameter was incorrectly specified. This error was

compounded when the number representing the c dimension was trans-

posed in printing in the original paper. Partly because of the

indexing error and partly because of uncertainties about specimen

compositions, Palty and his coworkers were misled into suggesting

that the c phase stoichiometry was near Ti3N or Ti4N.

At about the same time the Ti-TiN phase diagram was being

published, Wasilewski and Kehl (22) reported a study of diffusion

reactions between gaseous nitrogen and metallic titanium at the

surface of 0.95 -cm- diameter rod. Corresponding to the empirical

equation D = Do exp (-Q/RT), they obtained the following parameters:

for N in $ Ti, 900 - 1570°C -

Do = 3.5 x 10-2 cm2/sec, Q = 33.8±1.4 kcal /mol;

for N in a Ti, 900 - 1570°C -

Do = 1.2 x 10-2 cm2/sec, Q = 45.25±2.25 kcal/inol;

for N in 6 TiN, 1000 - 1500°C -

Do = 5.4 x 10-3 cm2/sec, Q = 52.0+3.5 kcal/mol.



They assumed no compositional dependence of the diffusion coefficients

in their analysis which was based on an errorfunction solution of the

diffusion equation appropriate to an infinitely long rod. In inter

preting their results, they had the benefit of some advance infor

mation about the phase diagram for the system, but they were unable

to explain the layering that occurred in some of their specimens.

Corresponding to temperatures well above the a P transformation

temperature for unalloyed Ti, three zones of structure were observed.

The innermost of these was a zone of transformed p material and the

other two zones were interpreted as a stabilized a zone and a 8 nit

ride zone. In this view, the twophase a+0 and a+6 regions appeared

as compositional discontinuities separating the zones of (or trans

formed from) singlephase structures. This is consistent with the

published diagram. Specimens reacted at a temperature (-950°C) just

above the normal transformation temperature exhibited an additional

singlephase structure, but it appeared as a zone subdividing the

aphase zone into two parts instead of appearing between the a and

5 zones. That is, five singlephase zones seemed to be represented.

Despite this discrepancy with the phase diagram, the additional phase

was interpreted as probably some manifestation of the E phase. In

these specimens, the inner zone still had the transformed Pmosphology-,

but at lower temperatures, the distinction between a and transformed

P material no longer existed. Nevertheless, there were still four

distinct zones of structure. Although this was a logical change



from the five zones formed at 950°C, the authors did not suggest that

the s phase was present in the specimens reacted at lower temperatures.

In fact, they suggested that more information was needed to explain

the behavior. Incidentally, it was reported that the 6-phase nitride

formed in outside layers of specimens did not decompose when heated

to 1400°C in vacuum.

In search of clues to the nature of bonding in the &-phase

nitride of Ti, Vainshtein, Verkhoglyadova, Zhurakovskii, and Samsonov

(21) examined the fine structure of x -ray. absorption spectra of speci-

mens containing 30 to 50 a/o N in Ti. This range was described as

"homogeneous". Pellets of ten different compositions were prepared

from blended Ti+TiN powders by sintering in a vacuum hot press.

Apparently the specimens were examined in as-sintered condition,

but the sintering temperature was not given. For specimens with more

than 47 a/o N, there was an x-ray fine structure that was not evi-

dent in other specimens. The explanation favored was that there is

a significant degree of ionic bonding near the TiN stoichiometry, but

that bonding is essentially by hybridized covalency with metallic

character at lower N concentrations. One of the specimens contained

33 a/o N and thus corresponded to a Ti2N stoichiometry. But x -ray

diffraction analysis of this specimen, as well as all the others,

indicated the presence of only the 6-phase nitride.

Nowotny,Benesovsky,Brukl, and Schob (14) undertook a study of

the ternary Ti-B-N system only to discover that the two binary
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subsystems, Ti-B and Ti-N, are practically immiscible. Consequently,

they inferred information about the binary Ti-TiN system. However,

their inferrences are qualified by the presence, in most of their

specimens, of boride, even though it may not have been dissolved.

The specimens were blended and hot pressed combinations of Ti, TiN,

and BN which were annealed in an inert atmosphere. The authors re-

ported solid solutions of N in Ti up to about 27 a/o at 1400°C, and

this amount of solute expanded the hcp a lattice up to a = 3.03A,

c = 5.10A, c/a . 1.68. But in the range 17-27 a/o they observed an

anti-CdF2 superlattice indicative of nitrogen ordering. In specimens

containing 27-33 a/o N, the presence of the c phase at 1400°C was

detected. Thus it was suggested that the c-phase stoichiometry should

be Ti2N. The x-ray diffraction pattern observed for the c phase was

equivalent to the one reported earlier, but it was re-indexed to

imply tetragonal cell parameters a = 4.94A, and c = 3.03 or 6.06A.

Holmberg ( 9) made a very careful and thorough x-ray diffraction

study of phases in the Ti-TiN system at 900°C. Arc-melted buttons of

Ti+TiN mixtures were crushed, wrapped in Ta foil, sealed in evacuated

silica tubes, annealed at 900°C for one month, quenched in water, and

analyzed by a micro-Kjeldahl method. X-ray diffraction patterns of

three phases, a, E, and 6, were observed as follows:

a phase - 0 to 24 a/o N

c phase - 18 to 38 a/o N

6 phase - 34 to 42 a/o N
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Thus, the overlapping ranges, 18-24 a/o N and 34-38 a/o N, each

contained two phases, a+ e and e+6 respectively. Specimens richer

in N than those indicated were not obtained. ActnAlly, Holmberg's

most important contribution was a detailed crystallographic exami-

nation of the e phase. He defined a unit cell of content 2Ti2N with

parameters a = 4.9452A and c = 3.0342A (c/a . 0.61), and assigned it

to space group number 136 with P42/Mnm symmetry. In this crystal

structure, the N sites are at centers of Ti octahedra. The structure

should have a high degree of compatibility with the aTi structure.

Carroll( 2) attempted to verify the melting temperatures deter-

mined for TIN some 33 and 39 years earlier. The best he could do was

to report that the "first sign of instability" of a sample occurred

at about 2930°C. When he attempted to repeat the observation on the

same sample the instability was noted at about 2860°C. Apparently

the nitrogen content had been decreased by the experiment. However,

heating another sample of TiN to 1800°C for four hours at a pressure

in the order of 10-5 Torr caused a negligible loss of weight ( < 1%).

Shunk (19) has cited Carroll's work as confirmation of the original

TiN melting point measurements.

McClain and Coppel (13) wished to measure some equilibrium

vapor pressures over titanium nitrides and tried to prepare some

samples by zone melting rods of Ti in nitrogen. The product was a

rod of material containing about 35 a/o N. Part of the rod was cut

into wafers and part was powdered. Some of each was heated in nitrogen



in an effort tc enhance the nitrogen content, but heating above about

1500°C caused excessive weight losses and heating below 1500°C ac

complished La significant additional nitriding, although the powder

was rather well sintered. So, the approach was changed and samples

richer in nitrogen were prepared by solidstate heating of Ti lathe

turnings in nitrogen. The subsequent vapor pressure measurements

indicated that partial pressures of the decomposition products, Ti

and N2, predominated over the samples. For example, at about 1655°C

(just below the melting point of Ti) the partial pressure of N2 in

creased from about 107 atm for a sample containing about 45 a/o N

to about 1/2 atm for a sample reported to contain 50 a/o N. In

discussing their results, McClaine and Coppel proposed a phasedia

gram revision as shown here in Figure 4. In effect, the revision

was an attempt to compromise many of the results accumulated since

the study by Palty et al.

Reaction zones formed at the surfaces of titanium specimens

heated in a mixture of nitrogen with five percent hydrogen were

examined by Rennhack, Coons, and Perkins (17). The reaction temper

atures were in the range 1200 1600°C, gas pressures were between

1 and 15 Torr, apparently all specimens were nitrided for one hour,

and all were quenched to below a red heat within about ten seconds

by withdrawal into a watercooled zone. Four layers, representing

5, e, a, and transformed p phases, were observed in each specimen,

although there were variations in thicknesses and continuity of
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Figure 4. Revision of the Ti TiN phase diagram suggested by
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layers depending on reaction temperature and gas pressure. The e phase

layers tended to be thicker and continuous when the gas pressure was

low. The thir:knesses of other layers seemed to depend primarily on

temperature. Phase identification was by means of x-ray diffraction

analysis.

Somewhat similar but more extended experiments were reported by

Eremeev, Ivanov, and Panov (5). However, their reaction temperatures

were 1350 - 1700°C, the gas was pure nitrogen maintained at a pressure

of about 1,000 Torr by continuous flow, reaction times were about two

to three and a half hours, and about ten minutes were required to

cool each specimen to 300 - 400°C. Specimens were thin enough that

the melting temperature throughout was elevated enough by nitridation

to avoid melting even at 1700°C. Metallographic and x-ray diffraction

examinations were made. Only three layers were observed and these

were associated with the 5, a, and transformed p phases. The trans-

formed ..iphase material contained 3 to 4 a/o N, the a-phase material

contained at least 7 to 11 a/o N, depending on annealing temperature,

and at most about 22 a/o N. The 6-phase material contained 28 a/o N

or more. The diffusion profiles were analyzed on the basis of a mixed

model that included both an error-function solution and a Fourier

solution of the diffusion equation corresponding to a separation-of-

variables treatment of thin, nearly-homogeneous diffusion layers.

The model assumes a diffusion coefficient independent of composition.

As a result, the following parameters were obtained:



for N in Q'Ti, 1350 - 1700°C -

D. = 0.2 cm2/sec, Q 57 kcal/mol;

for N in oTi, 1350 - 1700°C -

D. = 20 cm2/sec, Q = 90 kcal/mol.

These are rather different than the values reported earlier.

By hot-press sintering at pressures in the order of 10-4 Torr,

Kislyi and Kuzenkova (12) prepared a set of seven specimens contain-

ing from 41.2 to 47.4 a/o N. Starting with 0.5-um powder composed

of about 49 a/o N, they varied the composition of specimens by sin-

tering them four hours each at different temperatures ranging from

1750°C for the specimen richest in nitrogen to 2200°C for the speci-

men leanest in nitrogen. Microhardness, coefficient of thermal e.m.f.,

and resistivity were measured and found to vary smoothly in the range

of compositions studied. The trends of property variations suggested

to the authors that there was a shift of bonding toward a more me-

tallic character at the lower nitrogen content and that this material

had stronger bonding hence a more stable structure.

The overall thrust of investigations reported in the literature

and reviewed above is not unlike that of the experiences reviewed

first. There is considerable evidence that the stoichiometric ti-

tanium mononitride is unstable in some degree, and under some con-

ditions, at least, the epsilon-phase nitride seems to be remarkably

stable. Many of the differences in results seem to depend on the

preparation histories of specimens. Five general types of specimens
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were involved: those hotpress sintered; those prepelletized and

sintered; loose powders or crystallites; arcmelted materials; and

materials formed by diffusion reactions. There were two significant

exceptions to the following generalizations:

a. formation of the 6 phase occurred at subsolidus temperatures;

b. sintered specimens came closest to containing 50 a/o N and

exhibited the highest degree of 6phase stability;

c. the loose 6phase materials were less stable;

d. 5phase materials were most unstable when subjected to arc

melting;

e. direct observations of the e phase have involved arc melting

or diffusion reactions;

f. when it was formed, the e phase seemed in some ways to be

more stable than the 8 phase.

The two exceptions were the work of Nowotny et al wherein the e phase

was formed in specimens sintered in a hot press, and the work of Eremeev

et al in which detection of the e phase was not reported for layers

formed by diffusion reaction. Another possible explanation of some

differences could be based on place and time factors. For some reason,

Russian investigators have not reported observations of the e phase.

So, if their papers are excluded, it turns out that the instances when

the e phase might have been detected but was not reported all predate

1954. One other factor that may have affected results, particularly

in early work, is the role of impurities, whether known or unknown

at the time.
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EXPERIMENTS

Materials

Titanium

The titanium starting material was sponge metal broken into

lumps less than 1.25 cm in size after being produced by magnesium

reduction of titanium tetrachloride and purification by vacuum dis

tillation. The sponge was analyzed in laboratories of the Albany

Metallurgy Research Center of the U. S. Bureau of Mines, commonly

known by the acronym AMRC, with the results given in Table II:

TABU'. II. IMPURITY CONTENT OF Ti SPONGE LOT 68-358 FROM

TOHO TITANIUM LTD. BASED ON AN AVERAGE OF THREE SAMPLES.

Element: C 0 H N Al Ca Cr Cu Fe

ppm : 94 447 14 33 < 10 < 10 < 10 15* 10

Element: a Mn Mo Ni Pb Si Sn V Y

ppm s 767 < 50 < 15 < 20 < 100 167 267 < 40 < 50

based on an average of two samples only.

Titanium Nitride

Titanium nitride was produced by the Herman C. Starck Co. as

a powder with particle size < 45 4m (325 mesh). Its composition



is given in Table III:

TABLE III. COMPOSITION, IN WEIGHT PERCENT, OF

H. C. STARCK TiN, LOT T 3048.

Element:

Starck
Analysis:

AMC
Analysis:

Ti N 0 C

77.51 21.85 0.32

20.2 0.557 0.346

Thus, the material probably contained 46 to 49 a/o N. In addition,

x-ray diffraction analysis of the powder indicated the presence of

only the 5-phase nitride of Ti with a cubic dimension of about

a = 4.25A.

Procedures and Equipment

Specimen Preparation

Twenty batches of Ti sponge, 31 to 32 g each, were weighed out.

Each batch was melted on a water-cooled-copper hearth by making it

the anode of a direct current electric arc from a cathode of thor-

iated tungsten, about 1.25 cm in diameter with a truncated conical

tip. A maximum of about 300 amperes of current at 20 volts of po-

tential was used, but the current was gradually reduced to < 100

amperes at the end of each melt. On each occasion, the arc furnace



was first evacuated to about 5 x 10-3 Torr then refilled with about

200 Torr of argon plus 300 Torr of helium. The "buttons" thus pro

duced usually were not thoroughly fused undernearth where they con

tacted the cooled copper, so they were turned over and melted again

in essentially the same way. At top center of each button a six

mmdiameter hole was drilled, usually eight to ten mm deep which was

about threefourths of the way through the button. Loose TiN powder

was tamped into each hole until it was filled to within about two

or three mm of the top. Then, a lump of Ti sponge big enough to

cover the opening was selected and placed on top. The combination

was replaced in the inertgas arc furnace and a 130ampere arc from

the thoriated tungsten cathode was used to remelt the surface as

briefly as possible to just reseal the opening.

The buttons were numbered serially, one through twenty. Through

out the preparation, weights to the nearest tenth of a gram were re

corded before and after each step. If irregularities had been

noticed in this way, the buttons involved would have been discarded,

but it was not necessary. A sealing gasket failed while button

number 7 was being melted, and the specimen was contaminated by the

air that leaked into the furnace. Another button, number 2, had a

slightly discolored surface, but there was no reason to suspect air

leakage into the furnace nor was there any unusual behavior of the

electric arc during the melting. Weights of the finished specimens

ranged from 31.1 to 32.8 g.
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Diffusion Annealing

The nominal temperatures selected for annealing of the speci-

mens were 800°C, 950°C 1200°C, and 1500°C. The three lower temper-

atures were reached in a horizontal vacuum tube furnace. Heaters

were of the silicon-carbide self-resistance type with a maximum

power rating of 5.2 kw at 230 volts. Temperatures were regulated

by a built-in on-off controller that responded to the output of a

Pt/(90Pt-10Rh) thermocouple. The furnace tube was of zirconia with

a four-cm bore. It was 120 cm long overall with about 90 cm inside

the insulated furnace box. The tube was evacuated by a mechanically-

backed oil diffusion pump of 25 liter-per-second rated capacity.

Pressures were monitored by a thermocouple vacuum gauge or a hot-

filament ionization gauge (non-inverted design) as appropriate.

The vacuum line was connected to one end of the furnace tube

by means of an o-ring-sealed adapter of water-cooled brass. An extra

section of water-cooled copper tube, 20-cm long, 3.8-cm inside dia-

meter, was flanged into the vacuum line to serve as a cold zone for

quenching of specimens. At the other end of the furnace tube, a

push-rod of austenitic stainless steel was installed to slip through

an o-ring gland in another adapter of water-cooled brass. This was

used to push specimens from the hot zone to the quench zone at the

end of a heating period.

For annealing in the tube furnace, four specimens at a time

were placed loosely in a 20-cm-long section of Ti-3A1-2.5V alloy
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tubing, 3.8 cm in outside diameter. The tubing with specimens inside

was placed at the geometrical center of the furnace hot zone. At

completion of annealing, the tubing and specimens were pushed to the

quench zone and the specimens were shoved on into the quench zone.

No provision was made for observing the quenching rate, but on the

basis of related experiences, a loss of candescence in considerably

less than a minute, probably within 30 seconds, is a reasonable esti

mate. After the entire furnace had cooled off, specimens were re-

treived with a long handled rake.

To anneal at 1500°C, another vacuum furnace was used with a

verticallymounted, splitcylinder, resistance heater of tantalum.

This was a smaller unit with a useable hotzone space about 2.5 cm

in diameter and 10 cm long which limited the capacity to one specimen

at a time. In fact, in order to get even one button comfortably in

side the heater, two opposite edges had to be trimmed off, leaving a

center strip of the button containing the nitride pocket. Tempera

tures were monitored with W/(74W-26Re) thermocouples. At first, the

thermocouple was attached to, and served as a suspension for the

specimen, but titanium apparently reacted with the thermocouple

enough to give obviously erroneous outputs. Therefore, the specimen

was independently suspended with a bail made of 0.2mm tungsten wire,

and the thermocouple was mounted beside the specimen, about three to

four millimeters away. Heat was controlled by manually varying the

power applied to the heater up to a maximum rating of 7.5 kw at 14



volts transformed from a 230volt line. The main furnace enclosure

was made basically of watercooled copper, and several tantalum radi

ation shields were used to reduce the loss of heat to the walls. The

system was evacuated with an 80 liter per second oil diffusion pump

and a mechanical forepump. Vacuum gauges were of the thermocouple

bridge and Penning types. In this furnace, specimens were quenched

by blowing a stream of helium gas against them. This reduced the

temperature to 450-500°C in approximately three minutes.

Conditions observed during annealing in the furnaces described

above are summarized in Table IV:

TABLE IV.. SUMMARY OF SPECIMEN ANNEALING CONDITIONS

Specimens
Charged

Temperature
Plateau

Time,
hours

Pressure
Torr x 105

1, 2, 3, 4 790 - 800°C 10-1/2 1.1 to 10

5, 6, 7, 8 940 - 950°C 7-1/3 2 to 10

9, 10, 11*, 12* 1180 1190°C 441/6 2 to 12

15 1490 1560°C 13 /4 10 to 18

16 1480 1510°C 1-1/2 6 to 10

difficulty encountered in quenching these specimens.

In the course of annealing, specimens 11 and 12 became bonded by

diffusion to the alloy tubing that contained the specimens. As a

result, the two specimens could not be shoved into the quench zone

of the tube furnace. Thus, they were quenched more slowly, at the



cooling rate of the entire alloy tube which itself directly contacted

chilled copper. However, subsequent metallography revealed no im-

portant differences between specimens 9 and 10 on one hand, and 11

and 12 on the other hand, attributable to the cooling difference. As

already mentioned, air contamination was suspected in specimens 2 and

known in specimen 7. This contamination was later confirmed by metal-

lography in the case of specimen 7, but specimen 2 was not noticeably

different than others annealed at the same time. Specimens 13 and

14 were ruined by unsuccessful annealing in the tantalum-resistor

furnace. Specimens 19 and 20 were examined in unannealed condition,

for comparison. Specimens 17 and 18 were set aside for possible use

in repeating some treatment, but they were not used.

Microstructural Examination

After suitable preparation, all specimens except numbers 13, 14,

17, and 18 were examined by optical metallography. In addition,

specimens 3, 6, 10, 15, 16, and 20 were examined and analyzed by elec-

tron microprobe techniques; -specimens 3, 6, 15, 16, and 20 were stildied

by x-ray diffraction; and two-stage replicas of specimens 3 and 15

were examined with an electron microscope.

A fairly standard abrasive grinding and polishing technique was

used for metallographic preparation of specimens. First, a cross -

section cut was made through the nitride core of each specimen using

either a fluid-cooled silicon carbide or diamond cut-off wheel. One
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of the exposed cross sections was selected and excess metal was

trimmed off so the remaining specimen would fit in a cylindrical one-

inch-diameter (2.54-cm) thermosetting plastic mount. Powdered alumina

was mixed with the mounting material in a surface layer of the face

in which the specimen was exposed. After mounting, the as-cut speci-

men surface and mount face were flattened by hand grinding on dry

180 and 320 grit emery paper. Grinding was continued, still by hand,

using a 20-cm-diameter (8 in.) metallographic wheel with 240, then

600 grit SiC paper and copious amounts of water. From this point on,

most polishing was done automatically but otherwise varied depending

on the responses of individual specimens. A common sequence is listed

below:

Abrasive Vehicle Surface Speed

15 am A1203 water and chemotextile 246 rpm
detergent

5 am A1203 water and chemotextile 246 rpm
detergent

0.25 pm kerosene chemotextile 246 rpm
diamond

0.25 pm kerosene felt 163 rpm
diamond

0.05 pm water and felt 163 rpm *
A1203 detergent

(damp only)

* - very light specimen loading

However, 3 .1111 diamond in kerosene was sometimes substituted at the

second step, and 0.3 um alumina in water and detergent was sometimes
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substituted at the third step. In a few cases, polishing was carried

through only the fourth step, and in a few other cases a sixth step

was added by using jewellers' rouge in water and detergent on a felt

surface. In any case, final touching up was usually done manually

and sometimes involved some alternation of etching and fine polishing.

For optical examination, specimen surfaces were finally etched by

swabbing lightly and briefly with Kroll's reagent and rinsing in

water, then ethanol.

Overall, the polishing was rather tedious and frustrating.

Because of the high hardness of the nitride, abrasion rates were very

slow. Because of the difference in hardness between the nitride and

the host metal, reliefpolishing effects were troublesome. It was

to limit relief that the alumina was added to mounting plastic. Still,

the relief was occasionally excessive and specimens had to be re

polished because of it. Another reason for repolishing was scratches

that resulted when hard nitride fragments broke out of specimen cores.

In fact, much of the nitride core in each specimen was quite friable

and most of this part was usually lost when the specimen was initially

sectioned. At best, Ti and TiN responded differently to any given

conditions and it was difficult to get a satisfactory surface on all

parts of a specimen at the same time.

Specimens were examined optically at magnifications from about

50x to about 600 x in an Olympus Model PME inverted metallograph.

Polarized light was used most often, but it had no special advantage
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over normal light. Micrographs were obtained with a Polaroid camera

attachment to the instrument.

Distributions of nitrogen at specimen surfaces were determined

by using a Materials Analysis Corporation Model hOOS electron micro-

probe to examine Ti-TiN reaction zones. The electron beam was usually

operated at about 8 kV with a current of about 0.3 pA which produced

a spot about 2 or 3 pm in diameter. The beam was used to cause x -ray

emission from either selected sites or linear scanned paths across

the reaction zones. X-rays from the specimen were diffracted from

a lead tetra deconoate crystal, ground and mounted as a focuRig

monochromator, then sensed by a proportional ionization detector

filled to about 100 Torr with 90% methane plus 10% argon, and fitted

with a Biodynamics Research Corporation "Nitrolucid" window.

The x-ray diffractometer is a Norelco unit which was combined

with a scintillation detector and a recording ratemeter. Nickel-

filtered Cu Ku radiation was used. To some extent, it was pos-

sible to select macro-areas on specimen surfaces for diffraction

analysis by masking off surounding or adjacent areas with a leaded

lacquer.

The electron microscope used is a Radio Corporation of America

type EMU 3H with a double condenser lense and three stages of magni-

fication. The accelerating voltage was 50 kV in this application.

Standard specimen replication techniques were practiced.



Results

Rather than trying to present all of the micrographs available,

a representative selection is shown in Figures 5 through 18. These

include both optical and electron micrographs.

After visual examinations, nitrogen distributions in several

specimens were determined by electron microprobe analyses. The

usual procedure was to analyze selected fixed sites in the core

region of a specimen, then to scan the electron beam across the

reaction zone to determine the distribution of nitrogen there. Raw

data are in the form of strip chart recordings of variations of the

intensity of the nitrogen Ka xray line (31.603A, wave length).

These charts are rather extensive, contain much superfluous infor

mation, and are not readily reproduced. Therefore, the essence of

the microprobe results has been condensed into a set of schematic

profiles identified here as Figures 19 through 25.

The role of xray diffraction was complementary and important.

However, the macroscopic character of the method limited it to two

types of examination: identification of phases in the nitride cores

of specimens when the surrounding surface was masked out, or overall

identification of phases from unmasked specimen surfaces. The most

significant information resulted from the former type of examination,

and these results are included in Table V along with a summary of

quantitative microprobe results and some comments about visible
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features of the specimens.

All of the exhibits require more comment and explanation. Ex,-

cept for the unannealed and nonequilibrated specimens 19 and 20, each

of the reaction zones included two single-phase diffusion layers,

both visibly and compositionally manifested, between the nitride core

material and the outside host metal. Each of the annealed specimens

also contained an abrupt compositional discontinuity indicative of a

two-phase region between the two single-phase layers. Of the an-

nealed specimens, all but those annealed at a temperature below the

a - 13 transformation temperature (for example, nos. 2 and 3) gave

some evidence, either visible or compositional, or both, of another

two-phase discontinuity between the nitrogen-lean single-phase layer

and the host metal. But in contrast, only the specimens 15 and 16

annealed at the highest temperatures (possibly unannealed specimens

19 and 20 also) revealed a clearly defined boundary between the

nitrogen-rich single-phase layer and the core material.

In specimen 3, the extent of the nitrogen-rich diffusion layer,

as determined from microprobe scans and shown in Figure 20, was quite

uncertain. The difference between the lowest nitrogen content of the

core and the highest nitrogen content of the intermediate two-phase

discontinuity was only about 4 a/o, and it is suspected that the in-

fluence of a broad heterogeneous region as shown in Figure 19 may not

have been dissipated at the relatively low annealing temperature of

specimen 3. Anyway, it was difficult to find specific compositional
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demarcations at either edge of the nitrogenrich diffusion layer in

this specimen.

Specimens 15 and 16, annealed at highest temperatures, also ex

hibited a different character and structure of the core material. In

other cases, the cores appeared mottled, and it was determined that

the patchiness corresponded to a segregation of distinct compositions.

Usually, the cores contained "islands" of a bright yellow substance

in a "sea" of material that varied in shading from tan to gray. The

islands contained 43-45 a/o N and the sea varied from dbout 30 ap to

36 a/o N, although the spread was not so wide within any single speci

men. In the case of specimen 3, an even sharper separation was ob

served. The islands were essentially the same, but the sea was neaay

homogeneous at about 28 a/o N and each island was surrounded by a thin

case containing about 34 a/o N. In specimens 15 and 16, the cores no

longer contained the islands and instead of the patchy structure, an

equiaxed grain structure was formed.

The correlation of microstructures and compositions was fairly

straightforward compared to the identification and association of

corresponding phases. Overall, three phases, a, a, and 8, were con

tained in all specimens except no. 20 which apparently contained only

the a and 5 phases. When selective masking was used to examine cores,

the same phases were observed in each case except for specimen 16.

However, the 5 phase was the major constituent of the cores. When

it was present, the a phase appeared as a minor or trace constituent
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of the core material. The aphase material was present in the cores

of annealed specimens only as a slight trace, and only its most in

tense diffraction peak was detectable in the diffraction patterns

observed. This result is consistent with an observation, by visual

and microprobe means, that the cores generally contained some small

intrusions of titanium metal. These veins were presumably infused

when liquid penetrated during the initial preparation of the couples.

In specimen 16, the core evidently contained only the 6 phase, and

the e and a phases were in other parts of the couple. Xray dif

fraction results for unannealed specimen 20 were unique in two ways:

First, no evidence of the e phase in the specimen was observed.

Second, the diffraction pattern corresponding to the 6 phase was

unusually intense and clearly doubled. This latter feature tends

to augment other observations of segregation in core materials.

Phase identification was the main goal of xray diffraction, and

none of the data was really of a quality that warranted confidence

in lattice parameter measurements. Nevertheless, it was helpful to

make some estimates which are reported in Table V only as crude

approximations.
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Figure 5. Reaction zone of specimen 20, unannealed,
magnified 100x. N content increases upward.
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Figure 6. Nlean part of reaction zone, specimen 19,
unannealed, magnified 200x. N content increases upward.



Figure 7. Reaction zone of specimen 3, annealed 10.5
hours at 795±5°C, magnified 50x. N content increases
upward.
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Figure 8. Reaction zone of specimen 2, annealed 10.5
hours at 795±5°C, magnified 200x. N content increases
upward.
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Figure 9. Electron
diate acicular band
zone of specimen 3.
N content increases

micrograph (1300x) of the interme
(probably e phase) in the reaction
The band edge shows at lower left.

toward upper right.

Figure 10. Electron micrograph (1300x) of the nitride
core in specimen 3. Primarily (5 phase with some e phase.
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Figure 11. Reaction zone of specimen 6, annealed 7.33
hours at 945±5°C, magnified 50x. N content increases
upward.

Figure 12. Reaction zone of specimen 6, annealed 7.33
hours at 945±5°C, magnified 200x. N content increases
upward.
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Figure 13. Reaction zone of specimen 9, annealed 4.17
hours at 11$5 ±5 °C, magnified 50x. N content increases
upward.
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Figure 14. Reaction zone of specimen 10, annealed 4.17
hours at 1185±5°C, magnified 200x. N content increases
upward.
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Figure 15. Reaction zone of specimen 16, annealed 1.5
hours at 1495±15°C, magnified 100x. N content increases
upward.

Figure 16. Reaction zone of specimen 15, annealed 1.75
hours at 1525±35°C, magnified 200x. N content increases
upward.



Figure 17. Electron micrograph (1300x) of the discon
tinuous boundary between the acicular band (probably e
phase) and the a solid solution material in the reaction
zone of specimen 15. N content increases toward upper
left.

Fig re 18. Electron micrograph (1300x) of the nitride
core in specimen 15. Deltaphase material.
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Figure 21. Schematic profile of nitrogen content, reaction couple
no. 6, annealed 7.33 hours at 945-15°C.
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Figure 22. Schematic profile of nitrogen content, reaction couple
no. 10, annealed 4.17 hours at 1185`±5 °C.
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Figure 23. Schematic profile of nitrogen content, reaction couple
no. 15, annealed 1.75 hours at 1525±35°C.
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TABLE V. SUMMARY OF INFORMATION ABOUT THE NATURE OF REACTION ZONES FORMED IN TiTiN COUPTRS

Annealing
Specimen Condition

20 not
annealed

Reaction
Zone

core

Nrich
diffusion

band

intermediate
2phase

discontinuity

Nlean
diffusion

band

« +R
2phase

discontinuity

Composition
Range(s)

45-46 a/o
31-36

> 29.5

18-29.5

< 18

> 4.5

a or < 4.5
transformed p

Note: The second, third and fourth reaction zones listed were not clearly resolved from
each other in this specimen.

Phases Observed
Visual

Appearance

4.22 A) mottled
4.20 A)

not discerned

mottled

mottled

abrupt
boundary

acicular



TABLE V. SUMMARY OF INFORMATION ABOUT THE NATURE OF REACTION ZONES FORMED IN TiTiN COUPLES.
(continued)

Annealing Reaction
Specimen Condition Zone

3 795°C core
10.5 hr

Nrich
diffusion
band

Composition
Range(s)

43-45 a/o
-34

>24

intermediate 18-24
2phase

discontinuity

Nlean
diffusion
band

a + P
2phase
discontinuity

3.5-18

a or < 3.5
transformed P

Phases Observed

(a = 4.93 A,
c = 3.00 A)

Visual
Appearance

mottled

acicular

abrupt
boundary

rectangloid
grains

not
evident

serrated
grains



TABLE V. SUMMARY OF INFORMATION ABOUT THE NATURE OF REACTION ZONES FORMED IN Ti-TiN COUPLES.
(continued)

Annealing Reaction Composition Visual

Specimen Condition Zone Range(s) Plases Observed Appearance

6 945°C core 43-45 a/o 8 mottled

7.33 hr 30-32 (a ;.." 4.92 A,
c = 3.01 A)

N-rich > 24 Mottled
diffusion (with some

band tendency to
form cells)

intermediate 19.5-24 abrupt
2-phase boundary

discontinuity

N-lean 5-19.5 rectangloid
diffusion grains
band

a + P unresolved fuzzy
2-phase boundary

discontinuity

a or < 5 serrated grains,

transformed p changing coher-
ently to acicular
plates with vt

iv
retained 3 .



TABLE V. SUMMARY OF INFORMATION ABOUT THE NATURE OF REACTION ZONES FORMED IN Ti-TiN COUPLES.
(continued)

Annealing,
Specimen Condition

10 - 1185°C
4.17 hr

Reaction
Zone

core

Composition
Range(s)

43-45 a/o
34-36

N-rich > 28.5
diffusion
band

intermediate 22-28.5
2-phase

discontinuity

N-lean
diffusion
band

a +
2-phase

discontinuity

8-22

6-8

a or <6
transformed p

Phases Observed

this specimen
not examined by
x-ray diffraction

Visual
Appearance

mottled

mottled
(with a thin band
of fine needles
along the low N
edge)

abrupt
boundary

rectangloid
grains

abrupt
boundary

acicular



TABLE V. SUMMARY OF INFORMATION ABOUT THE NATURE OF REACTION ZONES FORMED IN TiTiN COUPLES.
(continued)

Annealing Reaction Composition Visual
Specimen Condition Zone Range(s) Phases Observed Appearance

15 1525°C core 30-36 alo 6 equiaxed
1.75 hr e (a = 4.94 A, grains

c . ? )

Nrich > 26 acicular
diffusion
band

intermediate 19.5-26
2phase

discontinuity

Nlean 12.5-19.5
diffusion
band

a + P 7-12.5
2phase
discontinuity

a or <7
transformed p

abrupt
boundary

columnar grains
(extended

rectangloids)

abrupt
boundary

acicular

Note: Unlike specimens annealed at lower temperatures, this specimen contains a
visible demarcation between the first and second reaction zones listed.



TABLE V. SUMMARY OF INFORMATION ABOUT THE NATURE OF REACTION ZONES FORMED IN Ti-TiN COUPLES..
(continued)

Annealing Reaction Composition Visual
Specimen Condition. Zone Range(s) Phases Observed Appearance

16 1495°C core A: 32-36.5 a/o 5 (a f...' 4.22 A) equiaxed
1.5 hr core B: 32-36.5 grains

N -rich A: > 26 acicular
diffusion B: > 27.5
band

intermediate A: 16.5-26 abrupt
2-phase B: 19-27.5 boundary

discontinuity

N-lean A: 11.5-16.5 columnar grains
diffusion B: 11.5-19 (extended
band rectangloids)

a + p A: 7-11.5 abrupt
2-phase B: 7 -11.5 boundary
discontinuity

a or A: < 7
transformed P B: < 7

Note: Unlike specimens annealed at lower temperatures, this specimen contains a
visible demarcation between the first and second reaction zones listed.

acicular
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INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION

The Phase System

The investigation has revealed no basis for significant disa

greement with the titaniumrich parts of the TiTiN equilibrium phase

diagram as it has been understood for the past twenty years. The

questions implicit in results all concern the 5 and e phases and

their interactions with each other or with the a phase. These ques

tions are serious enough that they have led to a proposed modifi

cation of the phase diagram, approximately as shown in Figure 26.

Notice that the new diagram retains the basic qualitative features

of the original diagram shown in Figure 3, although some major shifts

of phase boundaries have been made. The changes incorporated also

make the TiTiN diagram more nearly like the closely related ZrZrN

diagram (7).

Two interpretive decisions are particularly important for under

standing the reasons for the phase system changes proposed. These

are a decision that the nitrogenrich diffusion zone in each annealed

specimen represents the e phase and a decision that the compositional

segregation in the specimen cores originated as a nonequilibrium

solidification effect in specimen preparation.

The matter of phase identification, especially determining the

location of the e phase and distinguishing it from the 6 phase, is
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the weakest part of the experimental evidence obtained. Indeed, in

most cases, the e and 6 phases seemed to be intermixed to a consider-

able degree in the cores of specimens. These cores will be discussed

more below, but apart from that, each of the annealed specimens con-

tained two distinct single-phase regions with less nitrogen than the

core. Since only three phases were detected overall, because the a

phase must be associated with the diffusion band leanest in nitrogen,

and if the 5 phase is associated primarily with the core, it is logi-

cal to identify the e phase with the nitrogen-rich diffusion band.

Only in the case of specimen 16 was this connection clearly evident,

however. In this specimen, none of the e phase was found in the core,

so it must have been in the nitrogen-rich diffusion band which was

the only other part of the specimen that contained enough nitrogen.

Furthermore, specimen 16 was one of those that displayed a different

morphology (acicular) in the nitrogen-rich diffusion band than in the

core material (mottled). This led indirectly to an association of

the e phase wf,th all of the nitrogen-rich diffusion bands that ex,

hibited the acicular structure. Beyond this, identification of the

material in nitrogen-rich diffusion bands as the e phase has to be

accepted on the basis of compositional similarities and/Or an ex,

pectation of reasonably consistent behavior from one specimen to

another. It is not necessarily inconsistent that the acicular struc-

ture was not formed in some of the nitrogen -rich bands. This may

simply mean that the related crystallization is sluggish, and the
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structure was not, always developed fully enough to be obvious.

Peritectic and peritectoid reactions are characteristically slow

and commonly difficult to complete. Consequently, any system that

contains both a peritectic and a peritectoid is likely to form non

equilibrium microstructures that are very difficult to interpret.

The segregation of compositions and/or phases in cores of specimens

is reminiscent of the coring effect known as encasement that occurs

during nonequilibrium solidification of peritectic phase systems.

Surely a similar nonequilibrium effect must have been involved here.

Indeed, the presence of the distinctly separated compositions in the

cores of unannealed specimens indicates that the basic separation

occurred before annealing. Therefore, the following explanation is

plausible: Part of each core was actually fused during preparation

of the specimens, and it was the fused part that was retained through

sectioning, grinding, and polishing. Without significant precompaction,

the rest of the TiN powder was not well sintered and it was lost. The

retained parts, although they were fused only briefly, suffered some

decomposition of the nitride and were slightly depleted in nitrogen

perhaps averaging about 40-42 a/b. The fused parts of the cores

underwent nonequilibrium solidification whereby the first material to

freeze corresponded to solidus compositions and formed the "islands"

which were enriched in nitrogen to about 43-46 a/o. The balance of

material froze at compositions distributed along a liquidus downward

from the average composition, thereby forming the "sea" surrounding



the islands. Thuz, the starting condition of the cores was a patchy

structure comprising 6-phase islands with somewhat more than average

nitrogen surrounded by a sea with below average nitrogen and composed

primarily of nonequilibrium 6-phase material with a possibility of

some a-phase traces. Then, the modifying effects of annealing were

essentially three-fold. Nitrogen diffused within cores from the is-

lands into surrounding material, the e phase began to grow within the

surrounding material, and there was a general diffusion of nitrogen

out of the cores into the host titanium. This view neglects the

simultaneous diffusion of titanium which undoubtedly occurred, but

probably at a much slower rate, counter to the nitrogen diffusion.

Only at the annealing temperature near 1500°C was the intra-core

diffusion complete enough to eliminate the nitrogen-rich islands, and

otherwise, the compositions of the residual parts of islands remained

fixed at initial levels. Diffusion out of the cores probably pro-

ceeded from both the nitrogen-lean parts and those nitrogen-rich is-

lands that happened to be favorably situated. Probable sluggishness

of the 6- to e-phase transformation was indicated not only by repressed

development of the acicular structure in some specimens, but also by

the fact that when the acicular structure was developed in an e-phase

band, the nitrogen-rich part of the band adjacent to the core material

was less well developed and less distinct than the nitrogen-lean part

of the band. That is, the visible contrast of structures corresponding

to the e to a transformation was sharper than that corresponding to the
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5 to e transformation.

The foregoing interpretations and explanations in combination

with the compositional data summarized in Table V are not very com-

patible with the phase diagrams presented in Figures 3 and 4. For

instance, the e phase cannot be the single-phase constituent of

nitrogen-rich diffusion bands unless it is stable to a temperature

greater than 1500°C. Also, it is difficult to defend the sort of

nonequilibrium freezing segregation of core material suggested above

on the basis of the fairly narrow freezing range indicated for the

6 phase in earlier phase diagrams. But if freezing segregation did

occur, it is even more difficult to rationalize its persistence if

the compositions involved were within a homogeneous 6-phase region.

In such a region, there should be a much stronger tendency toward

intra-core homogenization during annealing. Finally, even if liberal

allowances are made for analytical uncertainties and microscopic heter-

ogeneities inherent in microprobe examinations, the composition ranges

of the various phases observed in this investigation simply do not

match the published diagrams well. These were the effectual reasons

for changing the Ti-TiN phase diagram.

Some of the quantitative features of the new phase diagram need

further comments: The e-phase peritectoid composition has been shifted

upward from 25 a/o N to a range with an upper limit near 33 a/o N to

adapt to results of Holmberg and Nowotny et al plus those of this

investigation. A temperature between 1600°C and 1700°C has been
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selected for the peritectoid isotherm, partly on the basis of the

report by Rennhack and his coworkers that the e phase is stable to

nearly 1600°G, but also because nitrides nar the TiN stoichiometry

really do appear to decompose - and at rates that increase rapidly

as temperature is elevated above 1700°C. Extension of the peritectic

isotherm to compositions near TiN and the existence of a wide a 8

region at temperatures from 1700°C to the a peritectic temperature

("'2350 °C) allow for a mechanism that could enhance decomposition and

might imply an explanation of the observations noted early in this

dissertation that attempts to arc melt TiN powder frequently produced

a material containing 18-21 a/o N. Such a mechanism would involve

discontinuous changes of composition frou_ more than 40 a/o N to 20 a/o

N or less. Despite some fair questions about its validity, the 2950°C

melting point value for TiN has been used in the new diagram because

no better value seems to be available.

It is appropriate to finish this discussion of proposed phase-

system changes with a few remarks about their relationship to results

reported by others and not yet recalled in explaining the proposals.

When nitrogen-rich compositions have been synthesized by mixing and

sintering Ti and TiN powders, there has been an inherent chance that

sintering times have been inadequate for formation of the e phase,

or that an oxide film on powder-particle surfaces has had an inhibiting

effect. In addition, some sintering, particularly in hot presses,
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has been done at temperatures high enough to preclude c-phase for-

mation. The investigations by Palty and his coworkers, and by Holm,

berg were based on arc-melted specimens. Reliance on the latter

work, and disagreement with the former work have been described. But,

concerning the Palty, Margolin, and Nielsen results, it is pertinent

to recall that their specimens, in the part of the system they dia-

grammed as the 5 phase, were all in as-cast condition and probably

approached equilibrium conditions no closer than the unannealed

specimens in this investigation. The studies based on phases formed

by diffusion include the work of Rennhack et al with which the new

diagram agrees. The work of Wasilewski and Kehl is also in this

category, and differences between their results and those reported

here appear to be just interpretive. The published micrograph of

their specimen annealed at 950°C is very similar to Figure 12 showing

a specimen annealed at about 945°C, but what has been interpreted

here as a "fuzzy boundary" corresponding to an a + p discontinuity

appears to be what they interpreted as a thin e-phase layer. The

more recent interpretation was made with the benefit of microprobe

analysis. In fact, the availability of microprobe data is an ad-

vantage that none of the other investigators had.

Diffusion Behavior

The experiments of this study were not designed for the purpose

of determining diffusion parameters. The main goal was identification
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and characterization of the phases formed. Thus, it is not surprising

that results were not well suited to diffusion analysis. It is ap

parent in Figures 5 through 18 that specimens contained cracks, voids,

sponginess, thick grain boundaries in short, an abundance of high

diffusivity paths. It is also apparent in Figures 5, 6, and 19 that

some degree of reaction occurred in each specimen during preparation.

Thus, starting conditions were characterized by lack of equilibrium,

heterogeneities, and residual stresses. Furthermore, it is unlikely

that any two specimens were initially in quite the same condition.

Perhaps for these reasons the thicknesses of the reaction zones formed

were nonuniform within each specimen, and the composition profile

observed could be varied by shifting the position of the line along

which the microprobe electron beam was scanned. Finally, although

each microprobe scan was made roughly normal to the general direction

of reactionzone layering, there was no assurance that the scan was

in the direction of diffusion.

Nevertheless, it was recognized that disparities in the diffusion

parameters previously reported needed resolution. So, it was decided

to evaluate results from the viewpoint of diffusion behavior despite

misgivings. After some consideration of the diffusion profiles, the

nature of the reactions involved, and the quantitative information

available, a diffusion model developed by Wagner (11) was selected

for use in the evaluation. This model is an idealization of dif

fusion from an interface at constant concentration through a single
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phase layer formed by the diffusion, through a heterogeneous disconp.

tinuity also formed by diffusion, and into a sink. A mathematical

statement of the model follows:

c Ac

Ac

1

= ( 7 ) 2 z (exp z2) (erf z) = f (z)

D = (1/4t) (x/z)2

where c is the constant concentration, relative to the sink, at the

original interface; Ac is the height of the heterogeneous discontin

uity; x is the thickness of the singlephase layer, t is the diffusion

time; and D is the diffusion coefficient in the singlephase material.

Other more elaborate models have been developed, and some of them

would match the circumstances more rigidly, but in general, limita

tions of the data at hand either preclude their use or make their

use unpromising.

The same model was applied separately to two parts of the dif

fusion profiles. One part comprised the e phase band, the e + a

discontinuity, and the aphase region, with the latter serving as a

sink. The other part comprised the aphase region, whatever a+ trans

formed p region bounded it at its lownitrogen edge, and the remote

matrix of titanium. In some cases, the a+ transformed p feature was

a sharp discontinuity and in other cases it was not. The value of c

was taken as the concentration at the nitrogenrich edge of a single

phase band, whether it was e or a. The value of Ac was the difference

between the concentration at the nitrogenlean edge of a singlephase
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band and the sink concentration. The sink concentration for diffu-

sion through the e phase was taken as the maximum concentration in

the a-phase region, and the sink concentration for diffusion through

the a phase was taken as virtually zero. Concentrations and layer

thicknesses were determined from the results of microprobe scanning

(see Table V) except that c = 34 a/o N was assumed for the evaluation

of e-phase diffusion in all specimens. The assumption circumvented

uncertainties in fixing the boundaries between e-phase regions and

cores. Actually, the model is very insensitive to compositional

uncertainties. The more critical factor is x, the layer thickness.

In order to calculate diffusion coefficients, values of z were

obtained by graphical solution of the applicable equation. That

is, various values of z were substituted into f(z) and the values

of the function were plotted against z. This plot was then used to

determine the unknown value of z corresponding to a particular value

of

f (z) (c - Ac)/Pc

for the concentration associated with a selected diffusion band and

specimen. The calculations were really straightforward and they

will not be detailed further here.

Figure 27 presents the calculated diffusion coefficients as

functions of temperature. The solid lines correspond approximately

to the following diffusion parameters:
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for N in a Ti, $00- 1500 °C -

Do . 4.5 x 10-4 cm2/sec, Q = 52.2 kcal/Mol;

for N in e Ti2N, 950-1500°C

Do = 2.1 x 10-3 cm/sec, Q = 47.6 kcalAnol.

Because of uncertainty about the appropriate value of x in specimen

3, the calculation for diffusion in the e phase at " 795°C was

omitted. The evaluation leaves much to be desired, particularly

with regard to the e -phase diffusion. The line drawn to indicate

the trend of variation of D for the e phase is quite tentative. But

frankly, both sets of values were more consistent and apparently

more reliable than had been expected.

The graph also makes comparisons with prior results of other

investigators. With one qualification, this work favors the data

of Wasilewski and Kehl. The qualification is that the earlier re-

sults for nitrgoen diffusion in titanium nitride were associated with

the 5 phase, but the almost coincident results reported here are

associated with the e -phase nitride. Either the two nitrides ex-

hibit remarkably similar diffusion behavior, or the two studies

dealt with the same phase. The latter explanation is more likely,

and the situation is probably another manifestation of differences

in phase identifications made here and in the Wasilewski and Kehl

investigation.
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There is no obvious explanation of the differences in the three

investigations of diffusion in the aphase titanium. But if, in the

case of nitrogen diffusion in the nitride phases, the Wasilewski and

Kehl results do apply to the e phase, then phase differences may

account for the different results obtained by Eremeev et al because

some of their specimens were diffused at temperatures above the e

peritectoid isotherm, according to Figure 26.
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CONCLUSIONS

The nitrogen-rich part, above about 30 a/o N, of the Ti-TiN

equilibrium phase diagram is not a broad, homogeneous, 5-phase region

as generally believed. Instead, the region contains an e phase,

formed by peritectoid reaction at a temperature between 1600°C and

1700°C, with a range of compositions sharply bounded at about 34 a/o

N on the nitrogen-rich side. In addition, the a-phase peritectic

isotherm probably extends to compositions much richer in nitrogen

than heretofore recognized, so that two-phase regions related to

both the peritectic and peritectoid are broader. The freezing range

for nitrogen-rich compositions is also wider, and this enhances non-

equilibrium solidification of titanium nitride.

Conclusions about the phase system have been reached because

of results reported by others together with studies of the phases

formed by diffusion reactions between titanium and titanium nitride.

The evidence includes indications of nonequilibrium solidification

in the 8-phase nitride, crystallographic specification of Ti2N as

the basis of E -phase structure, thermal stability of the e phase to

about 1600°C, formation of single-phase diffusion zones with compo-

sitions near Ti2N and with a tendency to form acicular microstructures

quite different than 6-phase structures, and indirect x-ray-dif-

fraction evidence that the acicular- structured material contains the

e phase.
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Diffusion coefficients and activation energies were calculated

for the diffusion of nitrogen through (Y.-phase titanium and the e

phase nitride. The diffusion parameters are in good agreement with

one of two sets published earlier by other authors, provided that the

phase identification germane to the earlier work is modified ac

cording to the new phase diagram published here. The other prior

investigation was done at slightly higher temperatures, and the

results are not entirely compatible with either study at lower tem

peratures, including this work.
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